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ANTHONY FLYNN
Anthony Flynn is a Self-Discipline Strategist and Follow-Through expert. As a 
successful leader in the business world with numerous Fortune 100 giants 
(e.g. Kraft Foods, RJ Reynolds and 3M) and a pioneering executive in 
numerous, multi-million dollar non-profit ventures, Anthony has a proven track 
record for converting ideas and theories to actionable achievements. 

Anthony has been a featured speaker and voice before tens of thousands of 
people at Harvard University, Emory University, Georgia Tech, The University of 
Memphis, Biz1190 (Wall Street Journal syndicated radio show), TEDx, Q 
Conference and many additional channels that include television, radio, 
podcasts and keynote addresses. 

He has authored two books: The Execution Pipeline: A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Moving Your Business Idea From Dream to Reality and The Happiness Map: 
Finding FulFillment in Life and Work. He is also the founder of The Gifted 
Education Foundation (www.iamgifted.org) which produces marketplace 
leaders from low-income communities across America. Anthony graduated 
from the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses Program in 2017 where he 
won the business pitch competition for his cohort. 

Anthony serves on a number of nationally renowned business and non-profit 
boards. He also serves as a coach and consultant to a number of high net-
worth individuals, companies, professional athletes, small businesses, non-
profit organizations and churches. 

Anthony loves spending time with his wife of 16 years along with his son and 
daughter. Additionally, he enjoys reading, physical fitness and mentoring 
emerging leaders. 

He holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Sales from The University of 
Memphis where he graduated as the Top Student in his major and he also 
holds a Master of Arts in Religion degree from Memphis Theological Seminary 
where he graduated with honors.



“I ran a Fortune 200 company with more than 60,000 employees and I 

have never seen anyone more disciplined at executing their vision.”

- Nick, Retired Fortune 200 CEO/Owner of Texas Rangers MLB Team

“Anthony embodies more talent, wisdom and passion than I rarely see in

one person. His encouragement, strategic counsel and leadership

coaching have greatly impacted my life and my leadership.”

- Danny, 1996 Heisman Trophy Winner and Retired NFL Quarterback

“I am grateful to have had your wisdom over the last few years with my

transitions from Google, to Chick-fil-A and now Yelp. The process would 

not have been the same without your guidance. Thank You!”

-Kaliv, Agency Relationships Manager, Yelp

“There are very few people who have had the impact on my life you

have had and words cannot express my gratitude for your service!”

- Sarah, Harvard Law Graduate and Professor of Law, Emory University
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“I can’t wait to meet again later this month. I am very inspired by you and 

appreciate you greatly. Thank you for taking the time to get to know me.”

- Nicholas, Associate Vice President | Regional Training Officer, 
Morgan Stanley

“Today’s training was amazing and a blessing! The feedback was great! Thank 

you so very much for giving us your time and wisdom!”

- Lesley, CEO of The United Way

“Anthony has managed to break down the chaos and confusion of starting your

own company into a simple and easy process that anyone can follow. I wish I 

had his coaching when starting my first company. A real confidence booster!”

- Seth, Crescendo and Plutonium Apps

“The training was awesome. I am inspired each time I meet with you and I am 

excited about exploring ways to get you more involved at FedEx! ”

- Chris, VP of Human Resources, FedEx Services
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CLIENTS, FEATURES & APPEARANCES:







8 Steps to Increasing Productivity in Life and Business

8 Steps to Problem Solving in Life and Business

The 4x4 Happiness Model®

The 5 Life Domains

The 5 Business Domains

Keys to Time Management

Leading From Your Strengths (*Certified Facilitator)

Strategic Planning (*Certified Facilitator)

SPEECH TOPICS
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For bookings, please contact:

Alina Bonn

abonn@amazingceo.com

402.457.9421

linkedin.com/in/flynnanthony

@1AnthonyFlynn

@flynn.anthony
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